
AA

 
.760±.004

19.304±0.100 
1.200
30.480 MIN

1.057±.003
26.848±0.075

 
.822±.001

20.879±0.025 

 30°+-
0°
2° 

 
.147±.004

3.734±0.100 

.032
R0.813 MAX

SECTION A-A

1.0625-20 UN 2A

Head Space 
Gauge

polish smooth

CC

 
.822±.001

20.879±0.025 

 
.675±.004

17.145±0.100 

1.057±.003
26.848±0.075

1.200
30.480 MIN

.032
R0.813 MAX

SECTION C-C1.0625-20 UN 2A

Head Space 
Gauge

BB

gauge ball
McMaster-Carr part 9528K44
https://www.mcmaster.com/9528K44/  

 2.0217-.2887 x DimA 

 DimA 

1.250
31.750

SECTION B-B

Coup De Grâce - Conical Breech

A conical entry to the chamber is required for cartridges 
having a case head diameter less than or equal to 12.7mm 
(0.500in) but can optionally be used for those with larger 
heads as well.

This conical breech design is NOT COMPATIBLE with 
American Rifle Company's other actions, the Mausingfield, 
Nucleus, and Archimedes.

Coup De Grâce - Flat Breech

Can be used for cartridges having a case head diameter 
greater than 12.7mm (0.500in).

This flat breech design is COMPATIBLE with American Rifle 
Company's other actions, the Mausingfield, Nucleus, and 
Archimedes.

American Rifle Company
coup de grÂce

Barrel Interface Specification
Rev C, 2 March 2023 

Suggested Method for Measuring Cone Location

A ball can be used to accurately measure the location of 
the conical breech entry as shown below.  DimA is 
cartridge specific.  You can either measure it directly or 
look it up in either the SAAMI or CIP standards.

The information contained herein is intended for use only by properly trained gunsmiths and is to serve only as a guide for chambering and threading 
barrels to be used with American Rifle Company's Coup De Grâce bolt action.  The use of a firearm having an improperly chambered and threaded 
barrel can be extremely dangerous to the user of the firearm and to bystanders.  Chambering and threading barrels should be performed only by 
properly trained gunsmiths.  American Rifle Company assumes no responsibility for events transpiring as a result of the use of this document and makes 
available neither advice nor assistance for chambering and threading barrels.  Use this document at your own risk.

WARNING
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